
We consider a quench in the spin We consider a quench in the spin ½½ XXZXXZ
chain, equivalent to spinchain, equivalent to spin--polarized polarized fermonsfermons

•• We quench from the gapless, XY phaseWe quench from the gapless, XY phase
(ground state) with spin anisotropy (ground state) with spin anisotropy 

•• Seeding quench dynamics:Seeding quench dynamics: NonNon--uniform density (magnetization) profileuniform density (magnetization) profile
InhomogeneousInhomogeneous chemical potential (external field) encodes a local density chemical potential (external field) encodes a local density ““bumpbump””: : 

•• Time evolution: XX chain with            , subject to a Time evolution: XX chain with            , subject to a staggered fieldstaggered field
PostPost--quench Hamiltonian is nonquench Hamiltonian is non--interacting band insulator with gapinteracting band insulator with gap

““Compton wavelengthCompton wavelength”” of lowof low--energy conduction, valence band carriers:energy conduction, valence band carriers:

•• We assume a We assume a ““soft quenchsoft quench””::

Quench:  Global parameter change        Extensive carrier excitaQuench:  Global parameter change        Extensive carrier excitation. tion. 
Two ways to characterize:Two ways to characterize:

1.1. Global momentum distribution functionsGlobal momentum distribution functions
PostPost--quench band insulator Hamiltonian:                            Laquench band insulator Hamiltonian:                            Lattice quench results (DMRG):ttice quench results (DMRG):

Conduction band occupancy:Conduction band occupancy:

NonNon--interacting quench, continuum result:interacting quench, continuum result:

2. 2. Local distributionLocal distribution: : Velocity singularity due to FractionalizationVelocity singularity due to Fractionalization
Definition of local (Wigner) distribution:Definition of local (Wigner) distribution:

Using the massive dispersion for the postUsing the massive dispersion for the post--quench insulator, convert to quench insulator, convert to 
local local VelocityVelocity distribution.distribution.

a)a) NonNon--interacting quench: Velocity suppression due to Pauli blocking:interacting quench: Velocity suppression due to Pauli blocking:

b)b) Interacting quench: Interacting quench: FractionalizationFractionalization evades Pauli blocking! evades Pauli blocking! 
Singularity at v = 1 (maximum band velocity); cut off by latticeSingularity at v = 1 (maximum band velocity); cut off by lattice scale.scale.

PrePre--, post, post--quench spin chain Hamiltonians admit lowquench spin chain Hamiltonians admit low--energy Dirac energy Dirac fermionfermion
description. Equivalent to sinedescription. Equivalent to sine--Gordon model via Gordon model via bosonizationbosonization..
•• PrePre--quench Hamiltonian (initial condition): Interacting quench Hamiltonian (initial condition): Interacting LuttingerLuttinger liquidliquid

•• PostPost--quench Hamiltonian (dynamics): Nonquench Hamiltonian (dynamics): Non--interacting band insulatorinteracting band insulator

•• Continuum SineContinuum Sine--Gordon quench can be solved exactly.   Gordon quench can be solved exactly.   (Foster, (Foster, YuzbashyanYuzbashyan, , AltshulerAltshuler 2010)2010)

Relation to XXZ? Must consider influence of latticeRelation to XXZ? Must consider influence of lattice--scale details,scale details,
such as  band curvature, momentum cutoff, etc.  such as  band curvature, momentum cutoff, etc.  ((Irrelevant operatorsIrrelevant operators))

Comparing XXZ and sineComparing XXZ and sine--Gordon quenches, lattice details enter throughGordon quenches, lattice details enter through
time scales due to time scales due to Irrelevant operators.Irrelevant operators.
1.1. Cutoff lifetime (regularization of LL correlations on lattice)Cutoff lifetime (regularization of LL correlations on lattice)

2.2. Band curvature lifetime (Band curvature lifetime (cubiccubic nonnon--linearity near linearity near maximum band velocitymaximum band velocity))

∴∴Lattice effects reduced by increasing system size      for fixedLattice effects reduced by increasing system size      for fixed ..

•• XY phase admits lowXY phase admits low--energy energy LuttingerLuttinger liquid (LL) liquid (LL) 
description. description. ““Bare electronBare electron”” breaks up into collective breaks up into collective 
charge density wave excitations, which carry charge density wave excitations, which carry 
fractional charge. (fractional charge. (““FractionalizationFractionalization””) ) 

•• LL characterized by dynamic exponent                   LL characterized by dynamic exponent                   

1.1. NonNon--interacting Quench interacting Quench at times t = 0, 12, 24, 36, 48at times t = 0, 12, 24, 36, 48
withwith

2.2. Interacting Quench Interacting Quench at times t = 0, 12, 24, 36, 48at times t = 0, 12, 24, 36, 48
with with 

3.3. Interacting Quench Interacting Quench at times t = 0, 15, 30, 45, 60at times t = 0, 15, 30, 45, 60
withwith

Continuum Field Theory:Continuum Field Theory: Quantum SineQuantum Sine--GordonGordon Lattice vs. Continuum: Lattice vs. Continuum: UV Regularization TimescalesUV Regularization Timescales

Quantum Quench in the XXZ chainQuantum Quench in the XXZ chain

What is a What is a quantum quench quantum quench ??

•• Start with an initial state        , e.g.Start with an initial state        , e.g.

•• Time evolve according to a Time evolve according to a different different Hamiltonian       :Hamiltonian       :

Why study a Why study a quantum quench quantum quench ??

Relaxation time scales typically too short in solid state toRelaxation time scales typically too short in solid state to
observe longobserve long--time nontime non--equilibrium dynamics.equilibrium dynamics.

New alternative:New alternative: Cold atoms, cold atoms in optical latticesCold atoms, cold atoms in optical lattices

•• Extreme isolation Extreme isolation →→ Long relaxation times  Long relaxation times  
•• Highly tunable: optical lattice parameters,Highly tunable: optical lattice parameters,

Feshbach resonance, etc.Feshbach resonance, etc.

Bloch, Dalibard, Zwerger 2008

Schneider,
Hackermueller,
Ronzheimer,
Will, Braun, Best,
Bloch, Demler,
Mandt, Rasch, 
Rosch 2010

ExampleExample:: Real space snapshots (at fixed time) of 2D Real space snapshots (at fixed time) of 2D fermionfermion ((4040K) Hubbard model in free expansionK) Hubbard model in free expansion
Demonstrates theDemonstrates the effects of interactions upon the expansion profileeffects of interactions upon the expansion profile

Quenching a Fractionalized LiquidQuenching a Fractionalized Liquid ““UltrarelativisticUltrarelativistic”” Density WavesDensity Waves
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Quench:Quench: FarFar--FromFrom--Equilibrium Quantum DynamicsEquilibrium Quantum Dynamics

Setup:Setup: LuttingerLuttinger Liquid to Insulator Quench in the XXZ ChainLiquid to Insulator Quench in the XXZ Chain

Numerical XXZ  Numerical XXZ  and Analytical Continuum Resultsand Analytical Continuum Results

Distribution Functions: Distribution Functions: Quench ExcitationsQuench Excitations

Quench evolution Quench evolution 
vs. interaction strengthvs. interaction strength

•• XXZ quench XXZ quench numericsnumerics via via DMRGDMRG (initial state (initial state 
correlation function) plus correlation function) plus exact dynamicsexact dynamics

•• Comparison to Comparison to UVUV regularized regularized sinesine--GordonGordon

Main ResultMain Result:: Fractionalization leads to qualitatively differentFractionalization leads to qualitatively different
dynamics for interacting vs. nondynamics for interacting vs. non--interacting quenchesinteracting quenches

•• ObservableObservable: density/magnetization : density/magnetization due to due to inhomogeneityinhomogeneity

•• Interacting quenchInteracting quench launches launches ““UltrarelativisticUltrarelativistic”” densitydensity
waves that propagate at the maximum band velocitywaves that propagate at the maximum band velocity

•• NonNon--interacting quenchinteracting quench yields only slow dispersionyields only slow dispersion


